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This is written, good people, concerning your proposed new
rule that would require corporations to count employee stock
options as a business expense.
I oLfer my complete and'
this requirement. I am
would strongly inhibit,
amount of the corporate
recent years.

whole-hearted approval of
convinced that this rule
if not prevent, a considerable
fraud we've suffered in

I write as a relatively-small shareholder (my wiLe
and I hold a portfolio, mostly in equities, of avout $3,000,000).
lq,lile each of us ,las received a small inlleri tance irom our respective parents, the great bulk of our investment portfolio
found its origin in prudent living and systematic saving over
a lifetime • • • savings that have been invested with the help
of some excellent advisers and an honest brokerage firm (wm.
Blair & Co., Chicago).

As I read the annual reports issued by

the corporations in which we hold stock, I am astonished by the
manner in which our share of the company ownership is diluted
by the issuance of enormous quantities of stock in a variety
of methods: options, special stock, restricted stock, deferred
stock to be issued in the future,

~.

As small shareholders, we're helpless to protect our
investments from what is--to put it bluntly--legal theft.

That's

why we need the kind of rule you now propose about options
another opportunity for the U.S.Government to' ·protect citizens'
property.

As Warren Buffet remarked a few years ago:

"If stock

options aren't a form of compensation, what are they? If compensation isn't an expense, what is it? And, if expenses shouldn't
go into the calculation of earnings, where
gO?"

i~

the world do they

-2Even more important is the growing gap in income as
between (a) the wealthiest families and (b) those people whose
income

is"

below the median • • • about half the population.

TO

the extent that executive options enhance this trend, they contribute to the possibility (likelihood?) of a major economic
depression that would damage our nation and its economy in ways
we cannot anticipate.

This is what nappened in the 1920's:

As

the income gap between rich and poor grew ever larger, unemployment steadily rose (and family-farm. income, then far more important than in this century, steadily fell) throughout the decade.
The result: The Depression of the 1930's, which had world-wide
repercussions that (in part) helped bring about World War I I .
In short: Your proposed new rule will certainly
improve the economic health of our nation and of
the world • • • an action important in its own rignt.
You may be interested in the enclosed clippings from
The

~ ~ ~

reporting on the adverse effects of executive

options, as well as this book describing corporate scandals
before creation of the SEC:
~ ~

Adolf A. Derle & Gardiner C. Beans,

Corporation and Private Property (New York: Hacmillan,

1932; rev. ed., Harcourt, Drace
Finally:

&

World, 1967).

Many people argue that if corporations

must expense stock options, they'll stop offering them.
would be a good thing.

That

Indeed, about three years ago I wrote

to the Business Editor of ~ ~ ~ ~ suggesting that"
compensation should be paid in cash so that employee costs

!l!

would be correctly reflected in the bottom line • • • corporate
profits.

She didn't print my letter--but did hand-write an

answer suggesting that my idea was too

~ational

to be adopted.

Perhaps your proposed new rule on expensing options
will have the same eifect • • • end executive compensation througn the (mis)use of options. If so • • •
good for YOul

Leonard S. Stein, Ph. D •.
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When Options Rise to Top, Guess Who Pays
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By GRETCHEN J\lORGENSON
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y proposing last week to make com-
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panies deduct the cost of stock options as they would any employee
cost, the International Accounting Standards Board may finally be moving the corporate world closer to uniform treatment of
,
this wildly popular and decidedly American
form of executive pay. But the debate is not
about to stop.
The board's move, which would· make
corporate accounting for stock options reflect reality, is already drawing fire from
technology company executives and their
lobbyists who favor keeping option costs out
of corporate profit-and-Ioss statements.
Proponents of the status quo argue that if
options must be reported as expenses, companies will no longer dispense them.
Some say option grants are the best way
to align the interests of executives with
those of outSide shareholders. Others, like
Senator Joseph I. Lieberman, Democrat of
Connecticut, contend that if companies
stopped dispenSing options, rank-and-file
_ ...._ _ _ _ _ _
.....
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Joseph R. Blasi and Douglas L. Kruse,
professors of human resource management
at Rutgers, examined stock option grants
and shareholder returns at the 1,500 largest
American companies from 1992 to 2001.
They found that ~ompanies dispensin!l~ig
nificantly
larger-than:average
option
gr~ts to their top five executives prod~ed
d~<I<!dly ~r tota! retur!,s~ar~9Id

Less Is More
A study of the 1,500 largest corporations found that those that awarded the biggest
share of their stock options to the top five executives had the lowest returns for'
shareholders.
Average total shareholder.
return, 1992 through 2001

Top five executives received more than 40_8%
of options granted (top 25 percent of companies)

..........................................................

'iM

Top five received 29% to 40.8%
(next 25 percent)

23.11>"

Top five received 19% to 2.9%
(next 25 percent)

............

ers over the period than those dispensing far
fewer options.
As for the notion that options are primariw
ly a rank-and-file perquisite - and that

abandoning them would hurt lower-level
employees - the study instead confirmed
what many investors have suspected: in
recent years, most options have gone to top
executives. And that has been true at }t"ndreds of companies, from Campbell ,. JP
and United States Steel to' the EI«.o
Corporation and the Rowan Companif
Patrick S. McGurn, vice preside
at
Institutional Sh~reholder Services, a' lreholder advisory service in Rockville w'ld.,
said that the study would fuel a mov,.. lent
among pension fund managers and other
institutional investors to start rejecting ex-

27.7 0 0

..................................

Top five received less !han 19%
(bottom 25 p.ercent) .
SourC<1: "In the Company of Owners" by Joseph R. 8lasi, Douglas L Kruse and Aaron 8ernstein
The New York Times

workers who receive them would be most
hurt.
Now, though. a new and comprehensive
academic study soundly disproves both ra,
.....
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tionaies, giving shareholders more reason
to reject new pay packages skewed in favor
of top managers or not adequately linked to
short- and long-term performance.
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'. "In the Company ofOwIl8lS~
R.8ia&, CJow4is L. Kruse '
Bernstein'
The New York Times

ecutive pay' packages that pour on
the options.
•• I think companies are going to be
shocked this season," he said.
Mr. Blasi said his study "strongly
suggests that executive excess in
stock options did not help total shareholder return over the entire decade.
"The problem," he added, "is not a
few bad apples but the entire system
of executive compensation which
was created by a compromised system of corporate governance."
Carol Bowie, director of governance research services at the Invest~
or Responsibility Research Center in
Washington, says investors have
rapidly become' wary about stock
options. "At the very least, options
tended to promote a short-term focus," she said, .. and at worst, they

promoted fraudulent activity to manipulate earnings."
In their study, the professors
looked at how widely companies had
distributed options among their employees. Over the 10 years beginning
in 1992, the rriedian percentage of
options going to the top five executives was 29 percent.
But companies that dispensed significantly more than the median like R. R. Donnelley & Sons, which in
1997 handed out 94 percent of all
options to its top five executives disappointed in two respects. They
produced lower overall returns to
shareholders than did companies
that dispensed less than the median
and generally underperformed the
overall market as well.
The study is part of the. professors'

A study says
options didn't
work as promised.
forthcoming book, "In the Company
of Owners: The Truth About Stock
Options and Why Every Employee
Should Have Them," to be published
by Basic Books on Jan. 7. They researched and wrote the book with
Aaron Bernstein, a senior writer at
Business \1, eek.
The prof ossors ranked 1,500 companies ac :ording to how much
of their op ms they awarded to their
five most -nior executives. The ~75

that gave the most to their top execu
tives - more than 40.8 percent of all
options - performed worst, returning 22.5 percent over all to shareholders through 2001. The 375 companies
that gave the fewest options to their
senior executives - less than 19
percent - fared the best, giving investors a 31.3 percent return. on average.
After combing through the data,
the professors said they were surprised by the number of companies
that chose to hand over their entire
annual stock option grant to just five
top executives in any given year.
According to regulatory filings from
1992 to 2001, an average of II companies a year gave all their options to
five executives.
Companies that did so in one year

